The Hall Technique may be an Effective Treatment Modality for Caries in Primary Molars
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SUMMARY

Subjects—From 2001 to 2004, 17 general dental practitioners (GDPs) in Tayside, Scotland, recruited 132 children aged 3 to 10 years at enrollment who had caries affecting matched pairs of asymptomatic primary molar teeth for participation in this split-mouth randomized controlled trial. Of these 264 study teeth with caries lesions, 42% were radiographically more than halfway into dentin, and 67% required Class II restorations. In 2000, the regional decayed/missing/filled teeth (DMFT) number was 2.47 (d 1.71; m 0.54; f 0.22). Ninety-one patients (69%) had 48 months minimum of follow-up, or both teeth had reached an end point (ie, extracted, exfoliated, censored) before this time.

Key Exposure/Study Factor—One molar tooth in the study pair was allocated to the Hall technique (HT) (intervention), and the contralateral tooth was allocated to the practitioner’s usual treatment (control). Practitioners accessed computer-generated randomization for treatment allocation and order by telephoning a central administrator. According to the HT protocol, food could be removed from the cavity, but there was to be no other cavity preparation. The correct size of crown was selected, and the crown and tooth were washed and dried. The crown was filled with glass-ionomer cement (GIC) and seated with digital pressure before the child was instructed to

PURPOSE/QUESTION

Among a population at risk for dental caries, what percentage of restorations failed within 5 years after placement by sealing caries in primary molars (the Hall technique) compared with conventional restorative methods used by general dental practitioners in Scotland?

TYPE OF STUDY/DESIGN

Randomized controlled trial

LEVEL OF EVIDENCE

Level 2: Limited quality, patient-oriented evidence

STRENGTH OF RECOMMENDATION GRADE

Not applicable
bite down hard to seat the crown fully. Excess GIC was removed, and the child was instructed to continue biting down until the cement had set.

**Main Outcome Measure**—Major failures were indicated by the signs and symptoms of irreversible pulpitis or dental abscess (requiring pulp therapy or extraction), interradicular radiolucency, restoration loss and unrestorable tooth, and internal root resorption.

**Main Results**—At 60 months, for 91 patients with at least 48 months of follow-up, major failures (ie, irreversible pulpitis, loss of vitality, abscess, or unrestorable tooth) were recorded for 18 teeth: 3 (3%) for HT (treatment arm) and 15 (16.5%) for the usual treatment (control) ($P = .000488$; number-needed-to-treat [NNT] = 8).

**Conclusion**—The authors concluded that sealing in caries by using the HT was more effective statistically and clinically, in the long term, and significantly outperformed the GDPs’ standard restorations.

---

**COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS**

This study focused on the effectiveness of sealing caries with a noninvasive restorative approach (ie, HT). Thus, we provide a brief review of the current state of the science related to restorative approaches for primary teeth, as well as minimal intervention strategies (ie, sealing caries and partial caries removal). Simpler, less invasive and more acceptable caries management strategies for primary teeth could enhance dental care among children in diverse settings. Evidence ranges from a restoration of symptomless carious primary teeth not conferring any significant benefit over and above nonrestorative care, to restoration of carious teeth substantially increasing the likelihood of a “successful” outcome—one in which the tooth subsequently exfoliates without the need for an extraction.

The HT involves placement of a stainless steel crown (SSC) over a carious primary molar without caries removal, tooth reduction, or local anesthesia. According to the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, among children at high risk of caries, definitive treatment of primary teeth with SSC, including complete caries removal, is considered a better alternative over time than multisurface intracoronal restorations. Clinical outcomes from lower levels of evidence (primarily retrospective analyses of patient records) have consistently favored the use of SSC. A recent systematic review (SR) comparing SSC with amalgam fillings, however, found no randomized clinical trials (RCTs) for appraisal. Similarly, another recent SR, which included only 3 trials that compared 3 different types of materials for restoration of primary teeth, found no significant differences for all of the outcomes assessed and concluded that there was insufficient evidence to make any recommendations about which filling material to use.

Although management of carious lesions has been based on complete removal of carious tissue before tooth restoration, less invasive techniques that remove most but not all infected dentin (ie, partial caries removal) and seal or isolate the cariogenic bacteria from their nutrient source have provided successful treatment outcomes. One SR of 4 RCTs found that partial caries removal in symptomless deep lesions in primary or permanent teeth reduces the risk of pulp exposure compared with complete removal. Thus, partial caries removal is
preferable to complete caries removal in the deep lesion to reduce the risk of carious exposure.  

Another SR of 6 studies found that pit-and-fissure sealants placed on permanent teeth without prior removal of carious tissue are effective in reducing bacteria levels in cavitated carious lesions. In addition, another recent study of primary teeth showed that arrest of dentinal caries lesions was observed 3 to 6 months after sealing, which was characterized by a reduction of bacterial counts and changes in dentin color, consistency, and humidity, irrespective of baseline dentin characteristics.

In this prospective split-mouth study conducted among GDPs, the HT resulted in few major failures, suggesting that sealing in caries in deciduous molars by using Hall crowns is a less invasive alternative to traditional restorative care. However, this RCT required a protocol that was acceptable to GDPs, which may have introduced some constraints on design and conduct that are important to consider when reviewing the findings. These constraints would include the standard restorative approaches of participating practitioners; patient age at enrollment; and dentists’ treatment preferences, materials, and techniques. The authors report that the poor performance of the control restorations may have been explained by the extensive use of GIC (ie, used for 73% of restorations, with 68% being proximal). A recent SR concluded that high failure rates of GIC cannot support a recommendation for use in Class II cavities in primary molars, although there is evidence that resin-modified GIC can successfully restore small to moderate Class II lesions. In addition, GIC is an accepted treatment alternative for the interim and definitive management of carious primary molars, especially among patients with a high risk of caries. Furthermore, “no pulp therapies were provided by participating practitioners for any control teeth at the initial appointment,” although more than 40% of the teeth for which radiographs of diagnostic quality were available (ie, 87% of 132 teeth at the initial appointment) had “advanced dental caries.” An earlier report of interim findings indicated that only 8% and 11% of control teeth received amalgam and composite restorations, respectively. Use of local anesthesia and mechanical preparation of control teeth were not described. Thus, the procedures that make up standard restorations for control teeth in this study could not be replicated in subsequent studies and may not be generalizable to all practitioners.

The mean age of enrolled children was approximately 7 years, and both study teeth had exfoliated in 48% of the 91 patients who reached an end point, although time to exfoliation or extraction is not reported. Findings, and perhaps technique, are not applicable directly to very young children with extensive caries, who account for a disproportionate share of available resources, when treatment in the operating room under general anesthesia is performed. The HT requires a child to understand and tolerate biting the crown into position without any local anesthesia and possibly through tight contacts (ie, orthodontic separators were used for 13% of the Hall crowns, requiring an additional visit). As the SSC is fitted with no tooth reduction, there is an initial increase in vertical dimension caused by a premature unilateral contact; however, the study found the following: an even occlusal contact had reestablished at the 1-year recall; no child visited the dentist following placement of the crown with signs or symptoms of occlusal dysfunction; and no child or parent reported difficulty with eating or symptoms of temporomandibular joint dysfunction.
at the 1-year or 2-year recalls.\textsuperscript{16} As stated by Rosenblat\textsuperscript{18} in 2008, however, it is unclear if children or parents would be likely to report this type of discomfort.

In conclusion, not finding many major failures in the treatment group (HT) provides level 2 evidence for the HT, according to the SORT. In addition, the lack of many major failures provides strong justification for additional RCTs by using standard treatments that can be replicated in different contexts and among different groups, such as countries, patients, especially younger patients, and practitioners.
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